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About This Game

This is johns.game, a Wasteland Survival Game.
You are here on Naben, a cold desert wasteland full of criminal activity, death, and loneliness. After fighting off the p
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This game, is okay. It gave me some giggles, but could have been way better. Some things fixed maybe it would be worth more
to invest my time in it. Also enemys move at the speed of sound, much like Sonic.. Keep in mind this whole review is based on
the current state that this game is in. I mean none of this review in a hateful or overly negative way so don't take it to heart. This
review is from the heart and as honest as I can be. It is a mess. Little to no effort on a lot of the art assets, no polish whatsoever
in the gameplay, and a tutorial that may as well not exist. These are the defining features of the game. I've spoken to the
developer and so I know a bit more than most might about the game but I'm putting that aside and reviewing this based on what
I learned while playing. In the 8 minutes that I played this I finished the tutorial 3 times and got 5 game overs. I don't generally
buy games that I think aren't good in the first place but I decided to purchase is partially to support a friend. $2 isn't enough
money for me to get mad over so I won't refund it but I certainly would be unhappy if I purchased this game expecting anything
more than an executable. All that being said, the dev has said he is working on improving the game and adding a lot more to it.
If that is the case and the game improves, I'll update my review. THIS SHOULD BE IN EARLY ACCESS IN THE GAMES
CURRENT STATE.. This game, is okay. It gave me some giggles, but could have been way better. Some things fixed maybe it
would be worth more to invest my time in it. Also enemys move at the speed of sound, much like Sonic.. I realy enjoyed this
game. it was better then i was expecting.. This is a top down shooter with survival and rpg elements with a minimalist art style
and Dark Souls level of difficulty. It is well thought out and feels rewarding when you manage to survive an encounter. Expect
to die a lot in the first moments of the game, but get better and the game will make you feel like you earned it.. Although the
game was vile when it has initially launched, the developer made an effort to work on this game and I've to say his effort paid
off! 6/10 -Could be better PS: Please make an easy mode thanks!( Only reason why I gave up on this). Changing my review.
looks like it runs better that ever now.glad the dev worked on this. also thanks for the new key. It's still cute.small little guy.i
kept dying until i realized i could pick up weapons lol. Good controls.still learning them.
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